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A faithful reader strongly (albeit privately) suggested to me that EphBlog ought to remove the name of the Williams employee provided in this post
because she is “the reported victim of a sexual assault.” Most (all?) major publication do not publish the names of reported victims. Strangely (?)
enough, John Doe’s ’16 attorney, Stacey Elin Rossi, made the same request.
What do readers think? As always, the measure of a good Williams education is how well you can argue both sides.
For removal, the case is simple: This women, while a Williams student, was sexually assaulted. No reputable publication makes the names of sexual
assault victims public without their explicit permission. Although EphBlog does not have to comply with this standard, it ought to.
For non-removal, the case is also simple: This women, while a Williams student, was not sexually assaulted. The people, including my faithful
reader, who want to us to remove her name are either honestly confused or purposely misleading. Consider this section from the Complaint:
Smith

Smith
Smith

Smith

You need to read the report for all the messy details, but the central claim is that these students were having sex for a year. One day something
may have happened. Then they continued to have sex for another year. Then they fought, broke up, she hit him and tried to get him thrown
out of Williams on a trumped up honor code violation. Then she mentioned the sexual assault, more than a year after it allegedly happened.
Nothing suspicious there!
Most importantly, I want to reserve the term “reported victim of a sexual assault” for cases of actual, you know, sexual assault. Or at least for cases
where a sexual assault might have occurred. If everyone is a victim of sexual assault than no one is. Consider:
Smith

Here (pdf) is the highly redacted copy of the investigators report. And here (pdf) are John Doe’s ’16 comments. Just because Williams College wants to
railroad this (minority!) student does not mean that EphBlog needs to go along with it.
What do readers think?
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29 Responses to “Should EphBlog Remove the Accuser’s Name?”
1. anon williams says:
Her name should not be redacted. While this is certainly just one side what is clear from the evidence offered is that she acted extremely
callously, and when you do that, there are consequences. This is one of them.
The Williams administration has serious accountability issues, and perhaps this case will serve as a warning to everyone moving forward. The
behavior shown here almost definitively dovetails from how it has behaved when speakers were disinvited (Derbyshire most notably), hate
hoaxes happened, when Donald Trump was elected, etc.
November 30th, 2016 at 7:13 am
2. anon-liberal says:
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I disagree—you should remove her name. These allegations are still just allegations, and the student doesn’t need this in her google search
history. She and the plaintiff may have engaged in any number of stupid acts at Williams, which should remain at Williams (unless they were
actual crimes, but that’s another story).
The true villains of this story (if true) are the administrators who encourage irresponsible policies that allow these ridiculous cases to continue,
and the corrupt Title IX interpretation that cannot be questioned without being slandered as a misogynistic, homophobe, etc. They should be held
to the highest standard, and they are (most likely) the ones who have seriously failed both of these students.
November 30th, 2016 at 8:12 am
3. student says:
Why not name the male student as well?
November 30th, 2016 at 9:18 am
4. anon-liberal says:
@student
Good question. It’s probably that Title IX and FERPA allow him to remain unnamed, while employees of the College have no such protection.
This looks like a big mess (and there is probably more to this story), but I still say remove the name.
November 30th, 2016 at 10:06 am
5. MRL '91 says:
The woman/employee is not a party to the lawsuit. The lawsuit was VERY sloppy in failing to redact her name in it.
John Doe is inevitably “outed” as seen on the thread for that post, which, I suspect, is the real concern for the attorney.
IMO, despite John Doe’s sloppiness and for whatever your views on campus sexual assault, this woman is NOT party to the federal lawsuit – she
neither filed it, nor is she named as a party.
REDACT/REMOVE.
That said, toothpaste is out of the tube. Good luck un-ringing that bell.
November 30th, 2016 at 11:08 am
6. John M says:
I think you are doing the right thing, mt son has taken Williams off of his list.
November 30th, 2016 at 12:05 pm
7. pseudonymous says:
Better remove Wooster, too.
More coverage: http://www.thecollegefix.com/post/30177/
Removing the name seems right to me. Ephblog should aspire to the standards it expects from the college.
November 30th, 2016 at 12:34 pm
8. John C. Drew, Ph.D. says:
-DDF
I think you are doing the right thing too. In my view, Williams College is behaving like a left wing tyrant right now.
John Doe’s attorney can report to the judge that she tried to have her name removed from this blogsite. She’s done her job. The idea that
reporting on published, freely available court documents is some sort of offense strikes me as absurd.
Given the behavior of the administrators, I’m afraid the college may not be a safe place for young male students.
November 30th, 2016 at 12:38 pm
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9. John M says:
If your son is sexually active, sending him to a school like this is playing Russian Roulette.
November 30th, 2016 at 12:39 pm
10. Williams Alum says:
JM –
No it isn’t. Williams has suspended/expelled probably a dozen people for sexual assault in the last five years. There have probably been
thousands if not tens of thousands of sexual encounters over that time.
I’m not sure about the handling of this case, but let’s not overblow the odds here. Pretty small number of students are disciplined for sexual
assault. I would contend smaller than the number of rapists. Are they always correct? No, and that is a travesty. But it’s not an epidemic of a kid
being shown the door every day.
WA
November 30th, 2016 at 1:22 pm
11. Williams Alum says:
DDF –
I agree with MRL.
WA
November 30th, 2016 at 1:22 pm
12. John M says:
Williams Alum
Yes it is. Give your paragraph to John Doe and get his opinion on the matter. The numbers are not the issue, it’s the lack of due process. all it
takes is one crazy person and the college behaves in a ridiculous manner. Stay away.
November 30th, 2016 at 1:34 pm
13. John M says:
“One month later, on April 13, 2016, Doe filed a Title IX complaint against the employee, claiming gender-based harassment. For reasons that
remain unexplained, Williams appears not to have investigated this complaint against its employee—formally presented by Doe’s lawyer to
Williams’ Title IX coordinator—for nearly another month. According to the complaint, the college offered no reason for its decision not to
promptly open an investigation into its employee’s behavior.”
November 30th, 2016 at 2:18 pm
14. Williams Alum says:
JM –
“The numbers are not the issue”. Then don’t call it Russian Roulette. The numbers are the whole point in Russian Roulette. I wasn’t arguing the
specifics of this case. I was making the point that calling this Russian Roulette, portraying this as some type of epidemic, seems fairly alarmist to
me.
WA
November 30th, 2016 at 2:27 pm
15. MRL '91 says:
Professor Drew:
“John Doe’s attorney can report to the judge that she tried to have her name removed from this blogsite. She’s done her job. The idea that
reporting on published, freely available court documents is some sort of offense strikes me as absurd.”
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Maybe – but I suspect that part of this issue is her answering to her client, who, by outing the employee, she has also outed – and, I cannot even
qualify that statement with the word “inadvertently” for the reasons explained below. Also, simply telling the judge “sorry, I was sloppy in
protecting people’s privacy” isn’t a winning argument to protect her OWN client’s privacy, which she asked for in her papers.
I know that there are degrees of “outing” involved in court filings (disclosure: I am an attorney who routinely files things in federal court and, too
often, has to files things “under seal” or in redacted form). You can explicitly name someone up front. You can bury the name in the text. You
can make oblique references to identity that are varying degrees of difficulty to put “2 and 2″ together. Regarding the woman in question (and
her client), this complaint and other filings, IMO is quite sloppy.
The woman’s name appears in various portions even though it purports to protect her identity. Her own client’s name and nickname also appears
in one of the exhibits (ECF No. 1-5) “REDACTED” — if you go to Williams, I suspect you know or have heard of someone with the nickname
“REDACTED” (especially given how distinct that nickname is compared to his given name and his surname – which are also disclosed p.2 of
that exhibit) (“All I can hear is her repeating REDACTED’s nickname (REDACTED) REDACTED, REDACTED, REDACTED . . . “) and
(“STATEMENT MADE TO COMMITTEE AT APPEAL HEARING BY LADY REDACTED”). The pleadings show that “Lady Doe,” who is
here described as “Lady REDACTED” is also his sister. Unless he’s now married, or for whatever reason has a different name, we KNOW that
“John Doe” is “REDACTED.” If there is any doubt remaining, students and alumni can verify that information – i.e., whether there is a Williams
Student by that name in the Class of ’16.
Anyone with an Internet connection – even without being a student or alum – can search and find Mr. REDACTED online at Facebook, among
other places, showing his relationship to Williams College. With a modicum of saavy, you can also see that he’s FB friends with his father of the
same name, who’s FB profile contains a flattering photo of him with his son at graduation on the Baxter (now Pareskey) lawn, looking south
towards the science quad.
The fact that the attorney was extremely sloppy, though, shouldn’t automatically be license to publish her name . . . further. A journalists should
– particularly in light of the obvious fact that there was an effort to protect names, despite the sloppiness – IMO, ask whether the name is
necessary to the story. For me, its clearly not. You can examine the college’s conduct without knowing any names – student or “faculty”/exstudent.
So, I repeat both my initial conclusion that the pleas from “John Doe”‘s attorneys are as much motivated by an urge to protect her own client (if
I’m right, I hope that Ms. Rossi is currently drafting a new version of her complaint and other pleadings, redacting the repeated references to her
client, her client’s sister, and her client’s ex-girlfriend, asking the court for its indulgence and requesting that substitute copies be permitted to be
filed).
Assuming that’s the case, I also re-iterate that the woman in question did not ask to be publicized, and any fair, news-worthy version of this story
vis a vis Williams College can occur without knowing the ID’s of the people involved.
And, yes, toothpaste is out of the tube, bell is rung, but no need to squeeze harder or ring again.
MRL
FWIW – feel free to delete this comment if the blog decides to make efforts to keep both Mr. REDACTED’s name as well as his ex-girlfriend’s
name more private.
November 30th, 2016 at 2:37 pm
16. Dick Swart says:
I find reading this story degrading to the status if the educational environment on the Williams campus and depressing to me as an alumnus. The
headlines read like click-bait on ‘sponsored’ sites.
I am very glad to have gone to Williams and had the Williams experience 60-some years ago.
November 30th, 2016 at 3:42 pm
17. Alum says:
If people knew half the stuff that Bolton did…,
November 30th, 2016 at 5:58 pm
18. Stacey Elin Rossi says:
Just a couple clarifications.
John Doe and Susan Smith were in a relationship from October 2013 to winter 2015/16. SS alleged in summer 2016 during the College’s
investigation into John Doe’s complaint against SS that non-consensual sex occurred in September 2014.
Regarding sloppiness in the filings, SS’s name originally was in the documents, but as explained on the other post, an agreement of the parties
was made on November 28th to redact and seal the identity of SS.
This case was filed November 23rd. The original filings were public for five days. Those must be the ones referred to above in one of the
comments.
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December 1st, 2016 at 7:11 am
19. Stacey Elin Rossi says:
One additional comment/clarification for now:
“One month later, on April 13, 2016, Doe filed a Title IX complaint against the employee, claiming gender-based harassment. For reasons that
remain unexplained, Williams appears not to have investigated this complaint against its employee—formally presented by Doe’s lawyer to
Williams’ Title IX coordinator—for nearly another month. According to the complaint, the college offered no reason for its decision not to
promptly open an investigation into its employee’s behavior.”
As one can see in the Complaint, John Doe reported the Dec 5, 2015 assault on him by SS to Dean Bolton on March 13th in writing and on
March 14th in person. Since the College did nothing about it, Doe sent a specific Title IX complaint letter to the Title IX Coordinator on April
13th.
December 1st, 2016 at 7:29 am
20. Jeff Bellandi says:
We teach woman that no means no. When did this “girl” say no? She didn’t…..
December 1st, 2016 at 7:47 am
21. Williams Alum says:
Are there Williams alumni lawyers that read EphBlog? Is having SER comment here regarding her client’s case not super strange behavior for a
lawyer? I am hoping this isn’t really her…
Or is that not strange behavior for some reason…? Any comments from lawyers would be interesting to me.
WA
December 1st, 2016 at 9:02 am
22. Stacey Elin Rossi says:
Attorneys in Massachusetts are certainly permitted to speak about facts that are publicly known and available.
December 1st, 2016 at 9:18 am
23. Williams Alum says:
SER –
Wasn’t saying it isn’t permitted. Just seems strange.
WA
December 1st, 2016 at 10:02 am
24. Whitney Wilson '90 says:
I’m not aware of any ethical prohibition on SER discussing the case (in the way she has done here) on Ephblog. It is not something I would have
done when I was in private practice, but the kinds of cases I was involved with were quite different from this one. So while I think SER’s actions
here are unusual, I don’t think its necessarily a problem, though it is risky in the sense that something could be said that shouldn’t be.
December 1st, 2016 at 10:04 am
25. Calling Out says:
Setting the record straight isn’t unusual at all, especially in a case with the potential to be very high profile such as this. If you think a few
comments on this blog is strange, then you are not educated on false accusation cases. Take Kathleen Zellner, for example, who tweets
practically daily about her Steven Avery case: http://www.newsweek.com/steven-avery-lawyer-says-prosecutor-sexual-misconduct-underminesconviction-490010 https://mobile.twitter.com/zellnerlaw?lang=en
December 1st, 2016 at 10:27 am
26. Williams Alum says:
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Interesting. For some reason this still seems strange to me. But I guess it shouldn’t/I’m wrong.
Thanks.
WA
December 1st, 2016 at 10:50 am
27. MRL '91 says:
Jeff:
“We teach woman that no means no. When did this “girl” say no? She didn’t…..”
Curious to know on what you base this claim? That does not seem to be information that anyone other than SS and JD would know or people that
they told.
SER:
Regarding “sloppiness” – my apologies if that was required under local practice. Yes, I was referring to the copies of everything that was
publicly filed originally. I see now, that those are replaced on the docket with redacted versions (I spot verified only the Ex-5, which now redacts
the nickname and the sister’s name).
Seems like a really weird procedure – especially since the names are already out in the public domain based on the original filings.
But my experience with the Local Rules and local practices around the country’s federal courts have frequently left me scratching my head as to
their intended purpose.
MRL
December 1st, 2016 at 1:42 pm
28. Pmeh Aehs says:
Jeff bases this “claim” on the fact that SS made this statement to the investigator. See the bottom of page 12 of the report (IDed as exhibit 11 of
the Complaint).
SS also admitted to striking JD, so that is also an indisputable fact not just an “allegation.” For evidence of this, see the middle of page 30 of the
same exhibit.
December 1st, 2016 at 2:21 pm
29. Jeff Bellandi says:
https://youtu.be/LpidGilUiuE
December 1st, 2016 at 3:45 pm
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College Employee Assaults Student
Posted by David Dudley Field '25 under Safety Dance at 6:16 am
That is a misleading headline. But it isn’t untrue! From former Williams faculty member KC Johnson:
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Adoption of the Dear Colleague letter in 2011—coupled with campus pressure from activists and their faculty and administrative
allies—has paved the way for all sorts of procedural abuses in campus sexual assault cases. This new system is one that’s ripe for abuse
and favoritism, in all sorts of ways. The latest example comes in a lawsuit filed against my former employer, Williams College. (You can
read the complaint here.)
The case revolves around the actions of a former Williams employee, who worked in the Alumni Relations office for the 2015-2016
academic year. She came to the job after graduating from Williams. For more than a year before she graduated, the employee dated
another Williams student—identified as John Doe in the complaint—who was one year behind her academically. The two were close
enough that the employee knew Doe’s computer password and (allegedly) his Facebook and Snapchat passwords.
It seems to have been an uneven relationship; in October 2014, the employee (then still a student) wrote to Williams dean Sarah Bolton
indicating that she and Doe had a (verbal) argument. (Bolton departed Williams last summer and is now president at the College of
Wooster.) Because “he ended up calling me selfish and telling me he can’t even look at me,” the future employee reported, she’d need to
take a week off from school to recover emotionally. The e-mail contained no hint of any allegation of physical misconduct by Doe. Bolton
responded very sympathetically, despite the extreme nature of the request (a week off from classes) given the conduct alleged (a personal
insult).
Read the whole thing. It is off the hook, as the kids say. At one point, the Williams employee slapped the Williams student. Even though the student
has completed all the requirements for graduation, the College has since expelled him, without a degree. Comments:

Photo Redacted

1) We need a scandal nickname. Suggestions? The Williams employee accused of assault is REDACTED ’15. Perhaps
“REDACTED?” Maybe “Safety Dance?” (The big fight between Doe and REDACTED started when Doe danced with someone that REDACTED did
not want him to dance with. “We can dance if we want to, we can leave our friends behind. …”)
2) I could spend all of January going through the details. Many friends of EphBlog (Dean Dave, Brooks Foehl ’88, Steve Klass) make cameo
appearances. Would readers be interested?
3) The facts in the complaint are absolutely damning to Williams. (I realize that this is just one side of the case, but read it for yourself.) Why doesn’t
Williams just settle and allow Doe to have his degree? Taking this to trial seems like madness to me.
4) I used to congratulate Williams on being fairly competent when it came to sexual assault investigations. There were certainly no absurd cases as at
Vassar and Amherst. That is no longer true. Is new Dean of the College Sandstrom to blame?
5) If the Record does not have multiple front page articles on this story tomorrow, it is incompetent.
UPDATE: Student names redacted. Going forward, we will refer to the female student/employee as Susan Smith and the male student as John Doe,
following the latest version of the legal filings.
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20 Responses to “College Employee Assaults Student”
1. anon-liberal says:
Wow—this looks looks pretty suspicious. I must revise a comment from the other day:
This is a tragic story and John Doe fully deserves his day in court, out of sympathy and respect.
At the same time, whatever the truth of this matter, students should consider this story carefully. The rules of the world are different at Williams.
Authorities will not always be “on your side” (if you are ever accused of sexual assault), they will not hesitate to “believe the victim” (however
absurd the story), and they will not give equal treatment to students (in any resulting disciplinary action). True harm will come from reports
irresponsibly written, not from any actions actually taken.
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November 29th, 2016 at 7:49 am
2. alum 11 says:
although not romantic, by now everyone should know that during any physical encounter affirmative verbal consent should be obtained often,
perhaps every minute or so and certainly during every change in position. sounds like john doe probably did sexually assault susan smith by
contemporary standards if he did not get verbal approval before changing positions.
November 29th, 2016 at 9:33 am
3. John M says:
Any coach of a men’s team at Williams who does not inform his potential athletes about this behavior by the administration, is doing a disservice
to his student/athletes. It should be mandatory reading for every prospective student.
November 29th, 2016 at 11:49 am
4. anon-liberal says:
DDF—you didn’t mention the alleged FERPA violations. If true, this is pretty bad (for Williams and Wooster). And, using the Honor Committee
for personal retaliation is beyond the pale.
November 29th, 2016 at 12:59 pm
5. Pissed off Eph says:
Williams never ceases to amaze. So this poor guy gets tossed from the school, but the hockey player rapist received zero punishment.
I can’t wait for Falk to be fired. Maybe we can bring some sanity back to this school.
November 29th, 2016 at 5:27 pm
6. Pissed off Eph says:
And my class agents always want to know why I refuse to give to Williams. Maybe because it has become a BS entity entirely dedicated to the
most bogus of liberal agendas. Bring back a real president, like John Chandler.
November 29th, 2016 at 5:51 pm
7. Stacey Elin Rossi says:
I represent John Doe in this case. I agree with your analysis. However, I respectfully request that you remove the name and photo of the
employee. Yesterday afternoon, per agreement of the parties, we redacted her name from the filings. As much as I would like to expose the
identity of the individual who has viciously smeared my client, slapping him the scarlet letter of these times, it is for the best that she remain
unknown. Thank you.
November 29th, 2016 at 6:22 pm
8. Bil says:
Firstly, please ignore the above request from “Stacey Elin Rossi.” She is a representative of the accused! Furthermore, there is no Record this
week.
November 29th, 2016 at 7:46 pm
9. anon-liberal says:
This seems like a fair request (if genuine). Neither student should have their futures compromised by the incompetence (or corruption) of college
officials. Of course, if the administrators wanted to protect one of their own from the transparency of the legal system, they should have settled.
Even better would be a strong commitment to equal justice in its internal affairs that would withstand external scrutiny.
Interested parties can find the documents here (under paywall):
https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/19903708/Jones_et_al_v_Williams_College
November 29th, 2016 at 8:18 pm
10. John C. Drew, Ph.D. says:
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From the complaint, it looks to me like Stacey Elin Rossi is John Doe’s attorney. Even so, I don’t think the Williams employee deserves any
special privacy privileges here on this website. By her own word, she apparently hit a student. I don’t care what you do, employees shouldn’t be
hitting people.
November 29th, 2016 at 8:36 pm
11. anon says:
NAME REDACTED.
Since we’re publishing names.
And since we’re throwing around the word allegedly, let’s not forget that he (allegedly) assaulted her. And this isn’t his first strike. Missing from
the suit stating that Williams is unjustly expelling him- is his first suspension for, guess what?
Raping another student.
November 29th, 2016 at 11:51 pm
12. anon williams says:
Totally not surprised by the reckless handling of this case by the Dean’s Office. Conflict between the employee and student aside, this is case
finally reveals the reckless, irresponsible, and callous actions of the Dean’s Office, and I am glad their pattern of reprehensible behavior is finally
out in the open. As a student who has witnessed this multiple times it is totally INFURIATING.
The mandate of that completely ineffective office is not enabling the learning that happens at Williams, but rather, to MANAGE – in the most
administrative sense – the students on this campus so that things like this that compromise their hold and their reputations don’t happen. From
what I understand their general strategy is to drag issues like these with students on for as long as they can to drain the student’s time, energy,
and resources, hoping that eventually, the accuser/student leaves quietly. To be honest, it is a brilliant one, since Williams is so ensconced
(ideologically too, which arguably is sometimes even worse) and those fossils in hopkins have NO ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES for their
actions AT ALL.
If the Williams leadership – the board of trustees and adam falk – are in their right minds and read this, I hope they take serious meaningful
action to make the dean’s office accountable for its blatant incompetence and astonishingly poor, poor judgement. I believe there should be a
form (crucial: not managed by anyone at hopkins) where students can rate their interactions with the deans office in earnest detail and, if they are
treated poorly or the deans office was totally ineffective, file complaints and appeals that, if the student has support of more than 2 profs or
whatever, are sent DIRECTLY to falk or the board members. This is just one case, and I know for sure that there are many more that that
ridiculous excuse of an office has totally manhandled.
Quote from a fellow student on Facebook that captures that office perfectly: “if williams were a human body the deans office is like the appendix
it’s jsut a vestigial festering sore of an organ that adds ZERO value to the williams and when it gets a bit uncomfortable it explodes all over the
place”
November 30th, 2016 at 6:16 am
13. Snowed In says:
anon, if John Doe was suspended from Williams College previously for “rape”, what would the Dean’s Office have done if he had committed
murder? Fined him? Frozen his transcripts?
The larger issue here is the incompetency of college administrators everywhere in America to adjudicate criminal cases. Ultimately this is less
about John Doe and Susan Smith than it is about Williams College, Title IX, and the Obama Administration’s 2011 “Dear Colleague” letter.
November 30th, 2016 at 7:25 am
14. Stacey Elin Rossi says:
I strongly urge that this blog remove the names of the parties involved in this case.
http://www.nbc29.com/story/33646716/rolling-stone-trial-jury-awards-eramo-3m-total
November 30th, 2016 at 8:28 am
15. pseudonymous says:
@SER. That seems like a false equivalence, unless you’re suggesting that this lawsuit is a hoax with the intent of getting DDF sued for libel. Is
that why Williams hasn’t settled?
November 30th, 2016 at 8:43 am
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16. Stacey Elin Rossi says:
Fair enough about a false equivalence. What I was referring to was the lack of fact checking by Rolling Stone and its defamatory impact.
November 30th, 2016 at 9:18 am
17. Jeff Bellandi says:
So a school employee had an inappropriate relationship with a student and you are justifying it?
November 30th, 2016 at 5:09 pm
18. anon1234542324 says:
You should probably check your facts before posting anything. Let me quote anon:

John Doe

Since we’re publishing names.
And since we’re throwing around the word allegedly, let’s not forget that he (allegedly) assaulted her. And this isn’t his first strike. Missing from
the suit stating that Williams is unjustly expelling him- is his first suspension for, guess what?
Raping another student.”
The question is, why did Williams allow John Doe to return? Chew on that instead. You might as well post a picture of him, too.
November 30th, 2016 at 11:03 pm
19. MRL '91 says:
Jeff:
You wrote:
“So a school employee had an inappropriate relationship with a student and you are justifying it?”
I’m not sure if you read the pleadings or attachments to arrive at your “inappropriate” characterization, but in case you hadn’t, here’s what we
know: the relationship in question was between a student of the class of ’15 (later employed by the college) and a student of the class of ’16 (the
“John Doe” in the suit). They had been in a relationship for a couple of years – predating her Williams employment, while they were both
Williams students. John Doe was also, according to the pleadings, about a year older than the “faculty.”
The handbook does not prohibit these relationships “per se.” Rather, it says:
“sexual relationships between employees and students are in almost all cases inappropriate.”
I would suspect that this falls outside of that “almost all cases” scenario, where there is no potential power dynamic to exploit, there is no conflict
of interest in any aspect of the employment or the student’s life.
December 1st, 2016 at 1:20 pm
20. John M says:
Such craziness.
December 5th, 2016 at 10:14 am
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